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Organisational resilience
• Resilience is the ability to adapt safely to
pressures
– “the intrinsic ability of an … organisation to adjust
its functioning prior to, during, or following
changes and disturbances, so that it can sustain
required operations under both expected and
unexpected conditions” (Hollnagel, 2011, p. xxxvi)

Studying resilience
• In a system such as healthcare, the ability to
perform in a resilient manner is distributed across a
variety of roles and processes, such that it cannot be
fully explained by a single role or process (Anderson
et al, 2016)
• Studying resilience requires a deep, nuanced
understanding of how clinical work is performed
• Healthcare professionals have the best
understanding of how clinical work is performed and
so should be involved in studying resilience and
deciding on priorities for quality improvement, but
for this they need appropriate tools and knowledge
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Developing the RAG

• Needs to involve healthcare professionals
• Needs to be useful for healthcare
professionals
• Reflective process for quality (safety)
improvement
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Study Aim
The overall aim of this study is to develop
a tool to analyse organisational resilience
which will inform a process for enabling
nursing teams to reflect on and improve
their adaptive capacity in order to improve
the quality of care.

Study Objectives
1. Develop a replicable and robust process for nursing teams to
analyse and improve their adaptive capacity based on the RAG
and the CARe model. This will involve:
a. Working with an expert group to develop questions
relevant to the study setting
b. Using the questions in a survey to investigate nursing staff’s
views of adaptive capacity
c. Working with the expert group to identify improvements
required based on analysis of the survey results
2. Evaluate the process for analysing and improving
organisational resilience in healthcare. This will involve examining
its ease of use, the group interaction and assessing the
usefulness of the outputs.

Phase One – Development of
Questionnaire
• The formation of an expert group representing the range of
nursing staff on the Acute Admissions Ward to inform the
development of the questionnaire and group reflection
• Facilitated group reflection using the CARe model to identify
misalignments between demand and capacity, adaptations and
outcomes for each of the four resilience abilities
• A Nominal Group Technique to reach consensus and develop the
final set of questions about the four resilience abilities
• Following this process with the expert group, the researcher will
translate the questions into a format suitable for a questionnaire
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Phase Two – Application and
Analysis of questionnaire
• Apply the questionnaire across the Acute Admissions Ward –
questionnaire will be designed so that it can be filled out
online (paper options for staff without regular access to
emails or prefer to fill it out on paper)
• Analyse results – this will show nursing staff’s perceptions
about how well Responding, Monitoring, Learning and
Anticipating are carried out
• Disseminate findings to nursing staff across the ward –
email, posters, ward meetings

Phase Three – Reflective
process for improvement
• Expert group will meet and the facilitator will guide them
to reflect on the results of the analysis to identify ways to
improve the Acute Admission Ward’s ability to respond,
monitor, learn or anticipate
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